
The steel 
monsters of the 
great race finaly 
went into the 
unknown today. 
The french pilot Jean 
de Latour confirmed 
to us his eagerness to 
compete against the 
other teams today during 
his interview. Mechanics, 
scouts and supporting 
crews have been 
preparing the expedition 
for months thanks to 
generous philantropists 
that have been financing 
the race. I will be 
your special reporter 
throughout the race.
Marcel Jacquin for la Gazette

The belgian team is ready to go

Basic Rules



Box contents:

The game board

4 dashboards

4 screens, one for each vehicle

24 assistants, 6 for each vehicle

2 tokens of each color to define and display TURN 
ORDER

4 vehicles, one per color

45 RESOURCE cards

1 fabric bag and 60 TERRAIN TILES

Game cash money in 10, 20, 50 and 100 Francs cuts
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Goal: 
The players race to the finish. You control your 
vehicle to cross a continent going from tile to tile 
between two opposite purple cities. The game ends 
when one player’s vehicle enters the tile of the 
arrival city. If multiple players reach the city at the 
same time, the player with the most prestige points 
wins the game. Prestige is defined by the vehicle’s 
state, arrival order and leftover money.
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1  Position the board at the center of the table. The last player who traveled in the continent where the race 
takes place will be the first to play, he can choose a vehicle, a screen, the ASSISTANTS and the associated 
markers. Each other player will do the same clockwise. Players will now decide between the purple cities 
which one is the start and the arrival city. Place all the vehicles on the start city.
2  Players place their turn order tokens in the turn order area following the order set before.
3  The scond turn order token is placed on the progression order scale’s first tile with the first player’s 

token on top and the other ones in order under it.
4  The player’s dashboard has 3 gauges all set to the max at the start of the race.
5  Place all the vehicles on the start city.
6  Shuffle the RESOURCE cards. Place them hidden on the spot indicated on the game board.
7  Players start with a given amount of cash. This amount is defined by the turn order as defined here:

# players First Second Third Fourth

2 players F 70 F 80 - -

3 players F 80 F 80 F 80 -

4 players F 90 F 90 F 90 F 80

Note: at the start of a turn, the first and second player earn a bonus.
This bonus is given during the first turn as well added
to the beforementioned cash amount.

# players First Second Third Fourth

2 players F 20 F 0 - -

3 players F 20 F 10 F 0 -

4 players F 20 F 10 F 0 F 0

8  ASSISTANT limits: with 2 players,
6 ASSISTANTS, 5 ASSISTANTS otherwise
9  Terrain tiles are placed in the bag.
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Dashboard:

Gas Gauge:
Gives the amount of gas left

Skills:
Area with 3 slots on which 

assistants can be dispatched. 
Each slot corresponds to a 

specific skill.

Finance:
Area on which assistants can 
be dispatched. Indicates the 
amount of cash a player can 

earn during the turn.

Assistants:
Represents the number of 

actions you can perform during 
a game turn. The slot on which 

the assistant s positionned 
represents which action is 

going to get done.

Engine Gauge:
Indicates the wellbeing of 

the engine and the maximum 
amount of tiles you can travel 

during a drive action.

Structural 
Gauge:

Indicates the wellbeing of the 
vehicle’s structure. Corresponds 
to the max amount of cards you 

can keep on you.
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Scouts:
For each ASSISTANT located on that slot, you can either:

 Pick 2 terrain tiles and place them immediately on empty game 
board tiles while keeping the following constraint: there must be a 
continuous path of tiles/cities between your vehicle and the placed 
tiles. You can’t place a terrain tile on a city tile. Cities are steps on your 
adventure, they act as paths linked to your vehicle.

 Take the first RESOURCE card of the pick. Be careful not having more 
cards in you hands than the structural gauge lets you have.

Mechanics:
For each assistant placed on that slot, you can choose:

 Fix up your vehicle. You can increase either your ENGINE or 
STRUCTURE gauge. The mechanic has to use one or multiple SPARE PART 
cards and/or TOOLBOX from your hand and/or buy MECHANICAL PARTS for 
F 20 while in a city or F 40 outside a city.

 Drive your vehicle. The player moves their vehicle up to the amount 
of tiles defined by the ENGINE GAUGE. Entering a city ends the driving 
phase of the vehicle.

or

or

1  In that example the player can place 2 terrain tiles they take 
from the bag and add them in the continuity of their path.
2  The player does not have the right to place a terrain tile on a 

tile not connected to his vehicle.1

2

1

In that example the player uses a MECHANIC, 2 cards SPARE PARTS along a set of 
MECHANICAL PARTS bought F 20 while in the city. They can use those 3 points on 
the 2 gauges: ENGINE and STRUCTURE. One ASSISTANT is enough to perform those 
operations.

-10F -20F

-20F -40F
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Supporting crew:
For each assistant located on that square you can either:

 Avoid a DANGER. Sacrifice the ASSISTANT to avoid the effects of  a 
TERRAIN TILE you cross or a card showing a DANGER symbol.

  The thunderbolt sign means that this ASSISTANT can be used at any 
time, including to avoid the effects of  a card showing the DANGER symbol  
played by an opposing player.

 Throw away a TERRAIN TILE next to your vehicle. This tile is removed 
definitely from the game. You cannot remove a terrain tile occupied by a 
vehicle. 

Funding:
Each assistant placed in this area, starting from the left, enables to get 
more cash money. The amount received is shown on the first empty 
square placed on the right side of the last assistant:
1 assistant = F 10,
2 assistants = F 20,
3 assistants = F 40,
4 assistants = F 70,
5 assistants = F 110.
N. B. : Les assistants placés sur cette zone sont tous activés en une seule 
action.

or

Note: All the assistants placed in this area are played in a single stroke. The group 
of asistants placed here is removed when the action is done. In our example, the 
player has put 3 Assistants on the funding area of his dashboard. During his turn 
he removes the 3 assistants and receives 40 F.

All the assistants must be played during the player’s turn, except the SUPPORTING CREW.
If a player passes, all the assistants, except the supporting crew are removed from the DASHBOARD
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Sequence for a game turn:
1 game turn includes 5 different stages:

BONUS PHASE,  the players receive a bonus depending on how they move toward in the race.

BIVOUAC PHASE,  in the turn’s reverse order, the players get a RESOURCE CARD. The last player who 
took the first RESOURCE CARD, gets the remaining card.

PLANNING PHASE,  Hidden behind their SCREEN, the players place their ASSISTANTS on their 
DASHBOARD.

CONVOY PHASE,  the players use the Resource cards and the skills of their assistants to move ahead 
on the game board
When their turn comes, durint the convoy phase, for each planned assistant they can as presented 
below :

 Purchase fuel,
 play one or several RESOURCE CARDS,
 play only 1 ASSISTANT

MAINTENANCE PHASE,  the turn’s order varies in relation to the vehicle’s progress, the resource cards 
are placed again on the game board.

Bonus phase:
At the beginning of each turn, the players receive a bonus according to their rank.

 

# players First Second Third Fourth

2 players F 20 F 0 - -

3 players F 20 F 10 F 0 -

4 players F 20 F 10 F 0 F 0

On the first turn of the game, the players also receive the race bonus.
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Bivouac phase:
On the allocated squares of the game board, 
put  as many cards face up as the player’s 
number, plus one.
In the turn’s reverse order, each player selects 
one RESOURCE card available on the game 
board. Once all the players have got one card, 
the remaining card is given to the last player of 
THE GAME TURN. It is not possible to have more 
RESOURCE cards than your structural gauge 
level. If you have more, please discard the 
extra cards you hold in your hand, including 
the last  card of the draw pile.

Planning phase:
Each player has 5 assistants (6 to 2 players). 
The assistants placed on the dashboard will 
take action during the convoy phase. Hidden 
behind their screen, the players simultaneously 
split their assistants between COMPETENCES 
and FUNDING areas on their dashboard. Those 
assistants are defined as active.  You can place 
several assistants in the same area, they will 
be played one by one.
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Convoy phase:
In the turn’s order, the players string together action sequences in chronological order:
(optional)  purchase as much fuel as you want.
(optional)  play as many resource cards as you want, one after the other.
You can only play cards if you still have at least one active assistant. The effects of a card must be 
achieved before playing the next one (more details on page 14/15 concerning resource cards).
(Obligatory)  Play one single assistant or the group of assistants located on fundings area of the 
dashboard.
(Obligatory)  Skip the turn if all your available ASSISTANTS have been played or if you don’t want 
to take action. The ASSISTANTS located on the SUPPORTING CREW area of your game board can be 
played during the turn of another player, even if you missed your turn.

Maintenance phase:
The game board is divided into lanes, 
represented by the progression scale. 1

The players who have moved their vehicles 
have placed their progress marker on this 
scale. THE TURN ORDER for the next round 2  is 
determined by the progression of the vehicles. 
If 2 or more players are tied on the progression 
scale, the marker placed below is  the first, the 
one above is the last.

12

To take an action, you must remove the ASSISTANT or the group of 
ASSISTANT (s) from his DASHBOARD.
When a player moves his vehicle during the CONVOY PHASE, he also 
moves the progress marker on the progress scale placed along the 
board. If several players arrive at the same level on the progression 
scale, the last player to arrive is placed on the previous player’s marker. 
Playing an ASSISTANT on his DASHBOARD ends the player’s action 
sequence. The next player performs his action sequence and so on until 
all of the assistants for all players have been played or all players have 
passed.

The most advanced player will 
start the next round first.

   

How to play an
ASSISTANT :
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fuel
gauge

Danger
If your  terrain tile shows a 
danger symbol, you must 

overcome it. By default, a danger 
costs  2 MECHANICAL PARTS to 
your vehicle. You can avoid it 

using an ESCORT ASSISTANT or a 
RANGER card.

Stop
If one of the tiles has a stop 
symbol, you spend the FUEL 

and MECHANICAL PARTS 
corresponding to the tile, the 
vehicle stops, which ends the 

piloting action of this mechanic. 
You can use a GUIDE card to 
ignore the stop symbol of a 

TERRAIN TILE.

engine or 
chassis 
gauge

= -2 

You must spend the 
mentioned number 
of fuel points You must lose the 

number of mechanical 
points indicated on the 
engine and / or chassis
gauges

Details of a terrain tile:
When a player moves his vehicle on a TERRAIN 
TILE, he is exposed to its effects. To advance 
onto a tile, you’ll have to support some costs, 
depending on the nature of the terrain  or the 
event taking place there. It is not possible to 
avoid it, unless specifically indicated. These 
costs will result in lower levels for your 3 
gauges, depending on the tiles :

Moving into familiar 
territory:
If a player has used a scout assistant or the effect of a 
RESOURCE card to make his  way, it becomes possible 
to take this way. By using a MECHANIC or the effects of a 
PILOT card, you can move your vehicle. For this purpose, 
your GASOLINE and MECHANICAL gauges are reduced by 
as many levels as the cost of crossing each TERRAIN TILE. 
When you lose MECHANICAL PARTS, you can combine the 
drop between the ENGINE and CHASSIS gauges, you can 
make a mix between both gauges. The number of squares 
that your vehicle can cross is equal to the level of your 
engine gauge at the start of your movement action. If your 
ENGINE gauge goes down to 0 the car stops, the vehicle 
marker is placed on the roof to indicate a breakdown. For 
it to restart, it will have to be repaired using a MECHANIC 
card  or a MECHANIC ASSISTANT. Entering a city stops  your 
vehicle. You cannot go to a TERRAIN TILE if you do not have 
the resources to cross it.

In this example, the player spends 1 + 2 + 1 fuel points, making a total of 3 fuel 
points and 1 mechanical that he chooses to lose in his «chassis» gauge.
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Moving into unfamiliar 
territory:
EBy using a PILOT card or a MECHANICAL ASSISTANT, you 
can move your vehicle to a blank TERRAIN TILE. In this 
case, you randomly draw a TERRAIN TILE from the bag. You 
place this tile under your vehicle and resolve its effects. If 
you do not have enough gauge levels to cross this tile, your 
vehicle will return to the position it previously occupied 
and your driving action will end.

Entering a city:
You must spend 1 fuel point to enter a city, whatever the 
mean of movement (sea, land...) When you enter the city, 
you draw as many Resource cards as indicated. You must 
discard cards if you exceed the limit authorized by the 
CHASSIS gauge. Entering a city ends the action of piloting 
your PILOT card or the MECHANICAL ASSISTANT.

Crossing a risk zone:
The black squares represent an area not marked on the 
maps, forcing your crew to make a detour. When you 
cross a TERRAIN TILE placed in this area, its fuel  cost 
is increased by 1. Entry into a city is not affected by this 
penalty.

Transport:
It is possible to use another means of transport to move 
between two cities. Depending on the platform used, you 
can use sea transport, air transport, or both. The cost of 
the journey is indicated by the transport line. If you have 
one or more TRANSPORT cards, you can save 50 F per card 
used. The two ends of the TRANSPORT lanes are connected 
to each other. They form a path.
Entering a city after TRANSPORT always costs 1 fuel 
point. As for any trip, you must use a PILOT card or a 
MECHANICAL ASSISTANT to carry out this transport.

?

21-1
+2

The indicated value  corresponds to the number 
of cards that you draw when you enter a city.

-1
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Buying GASOLINE:
  This action does not require any ASSISTANT. It 

must be made at the start of an action sequence 
during the CONVOY PHASE, before playing a card or 
complete the action of an ASSISTANT. In town, you 
can buy FUEL at 10 F gauge level or 20 F outside a 
city.

Buying MECHANICAL 
PARTS:

 If you use a PILOT card or a MECHANICAL 
ASSISTANT in a city, you can buy MECHANICAL PARTS at 
20F gauge level and 40 F outside a city

End of Game:
The rounds follow one another other, until a player’s vehicle reaches the finish square. This marks the last round of 
the game. The players reaching the finish square discard their cards in hand and remove the ASSISTANTS from their 
DASHBOARD, they miss their turn. They can no longer be the target of cards or effects. The other players complete their 
planned actions. When all the players have completed their actions, the game is over. Only vehicles that have reached 
the finish square during this round can claim victory. The Great Race is a gentlemen’s race, the condition of the vehicle 
and the good management of its crew count as much as the order of arrival. For your sponsors and the press, it is 
important to finish the race with a vehicle in good condition.

Calculation of prestige points:
The players count their prestige points using the following scale:

 The first come player wins 5 points, the second 3 points, the third 1 point.
 The player adds the level of each ENGINE and CHASSIS gauges of his DASHBOARD and gains 1 point per level.
 The player gains 1 point for every 50 F in his possession.

The blue player came first 1 , he earns 5 prestige points, 
plus 2 points for the ENGINE and CHASSIS gauges and does 
not earn any additional points with money, since he only 
has 10 F. He has a total of 7 prestige points.
The orange player came second during the same turn. 2
He earns 3 points for his second place, plus 4 points for his 
ENGINE and CHASSIS gauges and 1 more point for money. 
Orange reaches a total of 8 points, he is the  winner !

1

2

1 2
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Use of RESOURCE cards:
RESOURCE cards represent the assistance provided to the crews by the local population. There are 3 kinds of RESOURCE 
cards.

These cards are played during the CONVOY PHASE before playing an ASSISTANT (see action sequence).

These cards must be played during the CONVOY PHASE with a MECHANIC card or a MECHANICAL ASSISTANT.

These cards can be played at any time during the game.

During your turn, you can play as many cards as you have before playing an ASSISTANT. They are discarded after use. 
Playing an ASSISTANT ends your action sequence, it is then to the next player to play. When the deck is empty, shuffle the 
discard pile to form a new draw pile.
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Discard a TERRAIN TILE on a path 
connected to your vehicle.

Increase the level of the ENGINE and 
/ or CHASSIS gauges by using the 
SPARE PARTS cards at your disposal, 
and / or by purchasing MECHANICAL 
PARTS on-spot, 20 F in a city, 40 F 
elsewhere.

Counteract the effects of the danger 
symbol of a TERRAIN TILE or of a 
card (saboteur / cheater ...) 
This card can be played at any time.

Drive your vehicle a number of 
squares less than or equal to the 
level of the ENGINE gauge on your 
DASHBOARD at the beginning of 
this action. Entering a city ends the 
piloting action.

Draw 3 terrain tiles from the bag 
and place them on free spaces on 
the board, forming a continuous 
path between their position and your 
vehicle.

The targeted player, on the same 
path as you, loses 2 points of 
ENGINE or CHASSIS mechanics. 
Choose how these gauges are 
impacted.

Draw 3 resource cards, keep two 
and discard the third.

Swap 2 tiles already placed, 
anywhere on the board. The position 
of these tiles does not necessarily 
have to form a path with your 
vehicle.

Tracker (2x) Mechanic (3x)

Ranger (3x) Driver (3x)

Cartographer (3x) Saboteur (3x)

Trail hunter (2x) Cheater (2x)

Resource cards:
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Earn 30 F.

Increase the FUEL Gauge by 1 level 
on your DASHBOARD. This card can 
be played at any time.

Increase the fuel gauge on your 
DASHBOARD to its maximum.

Reduce by 50 F the cost of sea or air 
transport on the game board. This 
card must be played in complement 
of a MECHANICAL ASSISTANT or a 
PILOT card.

Increase the CHASSIS or 
ENGINE gauge by 1 level on 
your DASHBOARD. This card 
must be played in complement 
of a MECHANIC ASSISTANT or a 
MECHANIC card.

Increase the CHASSIS or ENGINE 
gauge by 3 levels on your 
DASHBOARD. This card must 
be played in complement of 
a MECHANIC ASSISTANT or a 
MECHANIC card.

Ignore the effects of a stop symbol 
on a TERRAIN TILE. This card must 
be played in complement of  a 
MECHANICAL ASSISTANT or a PILOT 
card.

Financial  (2x)

jerrycan (8x)

Derrick (2x)

Transport (2x)

spare parts (6x)

Toolbox  (2x)

Caravan (2x)
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 Maxence Vaché
 François Launay

  François-Gilles Ricard

To express thanks is always a perilous exercise.
There is a concern of forgetting someone or 
offending someone else coming too late on the list. 
Thanking all who have contributed  is never easy.  
Nevertheless, without all the people who helped 
and supported us, The Great Race would not be 
in your hands. I want to start with you, with us, 
to thank all the players who share our passion 
and  make the dream come true, because without 
them there would be no games. Thank you to all 
the testers who experience different options or 
changes, investing more and more time because 
of our inability to reach the perfection. Thank 
you for their indulgence and support. Thank you 
to everybody who read,read again and again 
the rules, corrected them and enabled us to make 
them comprehensive if not digestible. Thank you to 
the professionals who brought each in their way, 
one or several stones to this building : Claude 
from Funforge, Chris, Fred and Eric from Pixie 
games, Mandy from Magicraft. Thank you to the 
game’s clubs which supported us, Atoujeu and 
the strategy circle. Thank you to our friends and 
family for their presence and their participation 
in all stages of this project. Thank you to the two 
François who are the soul and the body of this 
project. Without your illustrations and your 
work I would not be able to thank anyone. Thanks 
to André, Anne-Claire, Anne-So, Cédric, Dam, 
Robin, Doria, Flo, Flo and Flo, Georges-Ma-
rie, Jean-Roch, Juliette, Léo, to Lionel, Mickaël, 
Nadège, Olivier, Patrick, Raph, Raph, Raphaël, 
Enrico, Rodolphe, Sabrina, Toto the hero, Vir-
ginie, Xav, Yves ... and to all those who I forgot 
and who will put me in the pillory.
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